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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 18 /1986

Ringe und Moduln

27.4. bis 3.5.1986

An dieser von den Herren G.Michler (Essen) und L.W.Small (San Diego)

geleiteten Tagung aber Ringe und Modulen nahmen 46 Fachvertreter aus ·10

L«ndem teil; Herr A.Rosenberg (Ithaca, N.Y.), ein weiterer Organisator 'der

Tagung, konnte l~ider nicht nach Oberwolfach kommen.

In 33 Vortr~gen wurde über die wesentlichen Fortschritte auf den.Gebie~

ten der Noetherschen Ringe, der Ringe mit Polynomidentit~tenund der Fi~

ringe unter der Operation von endlichen Gruppen bzw.endlich 'dimensionalen

Hopf-Algebren auf Ringen ein Überblick gegeben. Außerdem wurde aber Grup

penringe, Galoistheorie, einhüllende Algebren von endlich 4imensionalen Lie

Algebren, Darstellungstheorie endlich dimensionaler Algebren und. ihre Be

ziehung zur allgemeinen Ringtheorie berichtet. Diesmal legten die Tagungs

leiter großen Wert darauf, daß die Tagungsteilnehmer einen maglichst brei

ten Überblick ü~er die neueren Entwicklungen in der Ringtheorie und Anwen

dungen ring- und modul theoretischer Methoden in anderen Gebieten der Alge

bra und Computer-Algebra erhalten konnten.

Die Diskussionen zwischen den Teilnehmern profitierten besonders vo~ 4er

Anwesenheit der russischen Kollegen Bokut, Kharchenco und Zalesskii; h~er

durch konnten sich die Teilnehmer aus den westlichen L«ndem nach langer.

Zeit erstmals einen breiten Überblick aber die an den russischen Insti~uten

derzeit aktuellen Fragestellungen und Methoden verschaffen.

Wie immer trug die freundlich: Atmosphäre des Hauses wesentlich zum

Gelingen der Tagung bei.
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D.J. Anick: USING COMBINATORIAL PROPERTIES OF RINGS TO BUILD PROJECTIVE

RESOLUTIONS

Let r be a directed graph on a finite number of vertices and let

A kr/I be a homomorphic image of the path algebra kf. One approach to

the algebra A is combinatorial: choose a set of paths on r which sur-

~ects t~ a basis for A, and study its properties. Another approach is ~

algebraic: consider and classify modules over A, paying particular'atten-

tion to their homological properties.

In this joint work with Ed Green (Virginia Polytechnic Institute), we

have blended the two approaches. Combinatorial invariants derived from the

map f:kr + Aare assembled into projective resolutions for the vertex

associated simple A-modules. These resolutions are fairly small 'and they

are practical for specific calculations. Applications include the construc

tion of interesting examples of rings having finite global dimension.

C. Bessenrodt: OVERRINGS OF RIGHT CRAIN RINGS AND A CONSTRUCTION METROD FOR

CHAIN RINGS

The lattice of overrings of a classical valuation ring is easily de

scribed and this description generalizes to chain domains. With only the

chain condition for right ideals, the situation is much more complicated as ~,

can be seen from an example which is discussed in detail. For certain over-

rings T of a right chain domain R of rank 1 we obtain results on the

relationship between the ideal lattices of Rand T. If Rand T are

also assumed to be right invariant, we can describe T in terms of right

invariant right chain domains contained in R.

To show how to construct chain domains, a method due to Dubrovin is

presented. Using this construction Dubrovin produced the first (and so far

only) example of a prime chain ring with nilpotent elements. AB there is a

mistake in the proof,of a key lemma, a more direct approach is suggested in

which a kind of weak Ore condition is used.

(Joint work with G. TU~ner)
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L.A. Bokut: EMBEDDINGS OF RINGS; PI-RINGS, FREE PRODUCTS AND JORDAN HOMO

MORPHISMS

I New examples of noninvertible rings embeddable in groups (L.A.Bokut,

A.I. Valitskas)

11 On the embedding of rings into Jacobson radical rings (A.I.Valitskas)

111 Radical PI-algebras (A.I. Valitskas)

IV On the embeddlng of rings into matrix algebras over commutative rings

(A.Z. Anan'in)

On the structure of a variety over a field of zero characteristic

(A.R. Kemer)

VI Free products of A-rings (V.N. Gerasimov)

VII Jordan homomorphisms (L.A. Lagutina)

A. Braun: LOCALIZATION IN PI RINGS

Given R a prime noetherian PI ring and .p a prime ideal in R. Let

T(R) be the "trace ring of RU and PI' ••• 'Pr the finite number of all

prime ideals in T(R) contracting to P • We say that P satisfies condi

tion (*) if the following implication holds: If QEspec T(R) with

QnZ(T(R» = PinZ(T(R» for some 1 <i (r =* Q = P j for some jE {i, ••• , r }.

The following. theorem is proved

Theorem (Braun-Warfleld): Let R be a prime noetherlan PI ring, PEspec R.

Then the following are equlvalent

1) P satisf1es condition (*)

2) P 1s left (right) localizable.

This answers an old classical questfon of Goldie(1967) for finding a finite

criterion determining the Ore localizat1on at a prime ideal, for a prime

no~therian PI ring.
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K. Brown: REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SOLVABLE ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS

I deseribe work of Warfield and myself giving information about the

"layers" of an indeeomposable injeetive module over a Noetherian ring R

satisfying the strong second layer condition. This provides a particularly

detailed deseription in the ease where R is polynomial, and so offers the

prospeet to begin develop a representation theory for enveloping algebras

of solvable Lle algebras of finite dimension over ~ •

In joint work with F. du Cloux whleh I shall outline, I have taken the ~

first steps in this direction, with applieations to determining eohomology

groups for solvable Lie groups in mind.

P.M. Coho: TRE RATIONAL HULL OF A SEMIFIR

Let R be a semifir, eontaining a (skew) field K. The tensor R-ring

on a set X centralizing K, ~<X> is defined as the ring generated by

Rand X with defining relations ax = xa(aEK, xEX). If one forms

~(X) = F with an infinite set X and localizes at the set E of all

"full" matriees that are "totally eoprime lt to matrices over R, one ob

tains a simple semifir FE in which R is inertly embedded, and by ehoo

sing R appropriately oue obtalns right prineipal Bezout domains· (the

first such examples were obtained in P.M. Cohn and A.H. Schofield, Bull.

London Math. Soe. 17(1985), 25-28). E.g. starting from Jategaonkar's ring

one obtains right principal Bezout domains of arbitrary Krull dimension.

~
S.C. Coutinho: GENERATING MODULES EFFICIENTLY

We show that a simple proof of the Forster-Swan Theorem (on the minimal

number of generators of a module) for right noetherian rings can be obtain

ed if one uses the so-ealled basic dimension of a module. This dimension 18

obtained from the Krull dimension by "1gnoring" modules which have non-zero

annihilators.
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E. Formanek: THE INVARIANTS OF nxn MATRICES

Let K be a field of characteristic zero and let C(n,r) be the ring of

invariant functions f:M (K)r + K • The first fundamental theorem of matrix
n

invariants says that C(n,r) is generated by traces. The second fundamen-

tal theorem gives all multilinear relations among traces.

Let d(n) be the minimal degree of a generating set for C(n,r). Procesi

has shown that d(n) is also the minimal degree of nilpotence in the

Nagata-Higman Theorem. That is, d(n) is the least integer such that

(K(X)/J)d(n) = 0 ,where K(X) is a free associative algebra (without

unit) and J 1s the T-ideal generated by Xn •

Kostant used the second fundamental theorem to give a proof of the

Amitsur-Levitzki Theorem, and I recently used it to prove a conjecture of

Regev that a certain matrix polynomial 1s nonzero.

W. Geigle: THE PREPROJECTlVE ALGEBRA OF A TAME HEREDITARY ALGEBRA

Let k be an arbitrary field and A be a finite dimensional tame

hereditary k-algebra. Then the preprojective algebra IT(A) i8 defined by
-n

n(A) = n!O·~ A, where ~ denote8 the Auslander-Reiten transformation. We

obtain the following result:

Theorem: n(A) is a left-noetherian prime PI-algebra of Krull dimension 2.

The existence of a polynomial identity yields lots· of consequences on

the struct~re of n(A) and A. In particular, if Q denotes the unique

indecomposable torsionfree divisible A-module and D the division ring

EndA(Q), then D is finite dimensional over its center C and

trdegkC = 1.
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A. Goldie: MIDDLE ANNIHILATOR PRIMES

Amiddie annihilator ideal M(EMA) i8 defined in a ring R to be

M (xERIAxB 0> = mid(A,B) if AB*O where A,B are given ideals of

R. There is an outstanding problem, namely in a noetherian ring R is the

number of middle annihilator prime ideals finite? This is known for factor

rings of U(~), ~ f.~. Lie algebra and FG the group algebra of a poly

eyelie-by-finite group. It also holds for subrings of artin rings and hence

holds for fully bounded noetherian rings. It is eonsidered likely that a

counterexample tri IMAPI< w exist8, but it will be eomplicated.

K.R. Goodearl: PATCH-CONTINUITY OF NORMALIZED GOLDIE RANKS

Stafford's patch-eontinuity theorem, for normalized ranks of finitely

generated modules at prime ideals of a noetherian ring, will be diseu8sed.

A new, simpler, proof will be sketehed, together with applieations eoneer

ning the global dimension of fully bounded noetherian rings, via the pateh

eontinuity of eertain Ext and Tor groups.

R. S. Irving: THE SoeLE FILTRATION FOR VERMA MODULES

•

I will give a vague deseription of Verma modules, Kazhdan-Lusztig poly

nomials and K.L. eonjecture, and projeetives in the eategory O. Also I

will diseuss the Jantzen filtration and conjeeture. All of this will be as •

non-teehnieal as possible. I will the~ diseuss Loewy length of the Verma

modules aud selfdual projeetives in 0 , and relation to K.L. conjecture.

Then I will show how the information just reviewed on Loewy length allows

one to introduce another filtration on Verma modules, and allows one to

prove that (i) it has all the properties that the Jantzen eonjeeture

implies for Jantzen filtration, (ii) it is the soele filtration, (iii) in

partieular, multiplicities of simples in layers of soele filtration are

eoefficients of K.L. polynomials. Thus, Loewy length information alone

yields Loewy series information.
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C.U. Jensen: APPLICATION OF MODEL THEORY IN FIELD THEORY

For a finite group G and a field K let v(G,K) be the number of

non-K-isomorphie separable normal extensions of K with G as a Galois

group. Some results are announced eoncerning the distribution of the values

of v(GtK). For instance, there exists a field F of arbitrarily prescrib

ed characteristic such that every finite simple group but not every finite

group can be realized as a Galois group over F.

A. Joseph: RINGS IN TRE 0 CATEGORY

Let ! be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and iJ the category of "high

est weight" modules introdueed by Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand. A r~ng A 1s

said to be an 0 ring if g aets by derivations in A and the resulting

module lies in the 0 category. For example,

(i) The g ring End E where E 1s a finite dimensional g module.

(ii) The ring of loeal seetions on the big cell for the strueture sheaf of

the flag variety assoeiated to a parabolie subgroup.

(iii)An appropriate combination of (i), (ii).

Any 0 ring satisfies a polynomial identity.

We analyse 0 subrings A of Fraet(U(g)/P) ; PE spee U(g).

If P is completely prime, then A is of type (ii) and this Implies that

P can be induced from the corresponding parabolic subalgebra. We ask if

sign1flc~ntly different 0 rings, that 1s not of type- (iii), ean .occur in

general. Our analysis shows that this is false, where the last step was

provided by Braun, Goodearl and Small during the meeting.

V.K. Khareheneo: NEW STRUCTURE THEORY AND DERIVATIONS OF SEMIPRIME RINGS

Theorem 1: Let R be a semiprime ring and L ~e a Lie ~algebra of the

outer for Martindale ring of quotients Q derivations. Suppose that L 1s

finitely generated as a module over C. Then there exists a one-to-one

eorrespondence between Lie ~-subalgebras in L, which are finitely

generated over C, and intermediate rational-complete subrings.
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The proof is based 00 the meta-theorem; If the formulation of some theo

rem cao be written as the truth of the Horn formula of a signature Q , then

from the truth of this theorem on almost all stalks of the eorrect sheaf

there fol10ws its truth 00 the system of global seetions.

L. Le Bruyn: COUNTEREXAMPLES TO THE KA~ CONJECTURES

A representation V of an arbitrary quiver Q = (Qo' Ql' t,h) is •

called a Schur representation (following Roiter) if its endomorphism ring

is redueed to t . The eorresponding dimension vector dim V E (Nn 1s called

a Schur root. Ka~ eonjectured that a dimension vector a E~o i8 a Schur

root iff there 1s no decomposition CI:::: ß+y with ß, y E tN°\{ (0, ••• O)}

s.t. R(ß,y), R(y,ß} ) 0 (R is the Ringel bilinear form). The eas1est coun-

terexamples are the roots CI = (k,.Q. ,k) where _0__ k 'i , ! k 2 for
02-1 n n

the quiver
+ +

o • n 0 ~ n
1 .;. 2 ..

o on 3 vertices with n arrows from 1 to 2 and from 2
3

to 3. The main reason why the conjecture fails 1s that Schur roots are

preserved under refleetion funetors wherea8 the notion of an indecompos~ble

root i8 not.

are

L. Makar-Limanov: ON SYMMETRIC NONCOMMUTATlVE POLYNOMIALS

Let K be a eommutative polynomial ring wfth n generators and S

the symmetric8 group of permutations on n letters. There 1s a natural

representation of S as automorph1sms of K and the elements of KS

be •
called symmetric elements of K. As 18 weIl known one can easily give

examples of polynomials from KS[t] wh1ch vanish on the generators of K.

I am planning to present some new results on the existence of such poly

nomials when K is replaced by a free algebra with n generators.
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K. Masaike: LOCALIZATION AND ARTINIAN RINGS WITR DUALITY

Let V be a left module over a ring R. Assume T = End(RV) . Let

~l(resp. ~2) be the hereditary torsion theory cogenerated by I(RV)

(resp. I(VT». Then the following conditions are equivalent, where I(RV)

is the injective hull.

(i) RV is 't1-finitely. generated l1-injective R-module.

(ii) T is right Artinian, V
T

is finitely generated cogenerator and E(VT)

is a ring of quotients w.r.t. ~l.

(iii)The bimqdule RVT defines a duality between the category of ~l

finitely generated 'tl-quotient modules and the category of f1nitely

generated right T-modules.

S. Montgomery: CROSSED PRODUCTS OF HOPF ALGEBRAS

Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra acting on the k~algebra A.

We study the relationship between A and the subring AR of H-invariants

by using the semi-direct product A "#:.H • In particular, if A#H iso

simple, then A is a fine gen. projective AH-module; and also AH is

simple ~ ~(A) = AR • Here f: A -+- AH i8 a trace-~ike .function coming

from an integral fEH define f(a)= fea , any afA • More generally, if

A,* H is semiprime and every 0 * I<J A*R satisfies I n A * 0 , then

A is Goldie ~ AR i8 Goldie. These results (joint with J. Bergen) give a

common generalization of known results for finite groups of X-outer auto

morphisms, finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebras of X-outer deriva

tions, and certain algebras graded by finite groups.

B. J. Müller: LOCALIZATION AT INFINITE CLANS

We discuss the proof of our theorem, that any affine noetherian PI-alge

bra R over a field k can be Ore-localized at every clique •. Technically

one has to verify the intersection condition for (rlght) ideals I·. Noe

therian inductlon puts one ioto a situation where R is·semiprime, and
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there are two elements a, bEI such that a E 'e(P) or b E 'e(P) for

each prime P of the clique. One wants to find AE k with aA,+bE n ~(P) .

Due to the countabil1ty of cliques, this is fairly trivially possible if k

is uncountable. "Por countable k, the strategy is to construct ring homo

morphisms ~ R -+ Mn(p) (K) with ker EF = P , for every P with an

algebraically closed field K. Moreover one needs a subfield K* , closed

under extensions of .degree ( N but with ketK* , such that Ep(S)EMn(p~(K*)

for all s in a generating set S of R • Once such Ep exist , a A+b ~P)

yields det Ep(a) + AEp(b) = o , and since th1s 1s a polynomial of degree

n «(N) over K* , one conc1udes JeK* • Thus any A Ek\ K* works. •To construct ~, one descends from R = k{S} to R* = k*{S} , where

k* knK*. One needs to know that all links arise from·factors of finite1y

many ideals Ni - here the Ni = n ~ : PI degree (P) (i} work. Taking the

integer N large enough ,K* incorporates the data describing the "Ni as

weil as the matrix entries of ~ (s) for all sES and one prime Po
o

Arguing a10ng the links , a fairly straightforward dimension counting

argument, fol10wed by a lifting procedure from R* to R, allows one to

construct all the ~.

D. S. Passman: PRIME IDEALS IN ENVELOPING RINGS AND CROSSED PRODUCTS

We descri~e ,the prime ideals in enve10ping rings and crossed products.

Let U(L) be the enve10ping algebra ~f the Lie algebra Lover K. If L

acts on the K-a1gebra R as derivations then we can form the Lie algebra

smash product R~(L) • Similarly if the group G acts as automorphisms on

the ring R, then we can form the crossed product R*G. In eaeh case we

relate the primes p" of the larger ring to the primes of Runder suit

able Noetherian hypotheses. In partieular we assume that "R is right Noe

therian ,that di~L < ~ with char K = 0 and that G is polycyclie-by

finite. Thus b~th RfU(L} "and R*G are Noetherian. In the key special

case when R is prime, we extend R to S = Qs(R) , the symmetrie Martin

dale ring of quotients of R. We then"determine the centralizer of S in

S~(L) and in S*G and show that the primes P with pnR = 0 come fram

primes of this weIl understood centralizer.

•
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C. M. Ringel: THE SPECTRUM OF A TUBULAR ALGEBRA

Let A be a tubular k-algebra, and A + Hn(D) a (eategor1cal) epimor

phism, where Mn(D) is the full n~-matrix ring over a division ring D •

Sinee all finite-dimensional indeeomposable A-modules are known, we may

assume that D is infinite-dimensional over k. In this ease, D = k(t) ,

the field of rational funetions in one variable, and there are eountably

many equivalenee elasses of such epimorphisms, indexed in a natural way by

[O,l]nQ . This result follows from a general theorem which charaeterizes a

particular infinite-dimensional module over any canonieal algebra •

K. W. Roggenkamp UNITS IN GROUP RINGS

Let P be a finite p-group and V the normalized units in the p-adic

group ring 7
p
P. We say that the Sylow theorems hold in V , provided, for

every finite p-subgroup U in V there exists ~ V with VU , P •

Theorem I: If p = 2 , then the Sylow theorems hold in. V •

For a pro p-group X we denote by H*(X,W
p

) the even dimensional coho

mology ring für the cont inuous cohomology, and 1-('(X) deno.tes i ts variety.

Theorem 11: The followlng are equivalent:

(1) The Sylaw theorems hold in V .

(li) Far every H 'P , the variety H'(NV(H)/H) 1s connected.

Same consequences and aspects of the proof will be dlscussed.

(Joint work with L.L. Scott)

W. ScheIter: GRADEn ALGEBRAS OF FINITE GLOBAL DIMENSION

If A is an algebra k {Xi' • • • ,X r }/ {f l' • • • f t }
f

i
homogeneous, then we say A is regular if

1) gl dim A = d < CD (graded modules)

2) gk dim A <
3) Extq(k,A) = ~

if q = d
A if q * d

with deg Xi 1 , aud
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Regular algebras of dirn 2 and 3 are classified. A diseussion of the

~lassification in deg 3 was given: The relationship between skew

polynomial rings and j-invariants was given. Also a discussion of Type A

algebras and the relation with elliptic eurves was given. Finiteness of the

algebras over their centers in the Type A ease is equivalent to finiteness

of the order of 0 ,an automorphism of the elliptie eurve.

A. Sehofield: RELATIVE INVARIANTS OF QUIVERS

+
Let Q be a quiver, and d a dimension vector for the quiver. The

orbit spaee for the action of an algebraic group, GL(d), on a eertain vec

tor spaee, V(!) , classifies the isomorphism classes of representations of

dimension vector d • It is important to descri~e the relative invariants

for this action. I shall deseribe a elass of relative invariants that in

many cases are all the relative invariants, and descrlbe the answer it

gives to questions of Ka~.

R. Schulz: PERIODIC MODULES OVER QF ALGEBRAS

Eisenbud proved that if R = KG (K field, G finite group), then any

bounded R-module is periodic. Tachikawa proved that if R = KG (G finite p

group), then any R-module without large self-extensions Is projective. We

give an example of a bounded, nonperiodie, nonprojective module without

self-extensions over a QF-algebra R. Also, we show:

Theorem 1: For a f.g. bounded module M over a QF algebra R, the follow

Ing are equ1valent:

(a) M 1s periodie,

(b) Ext:(M,X) is a noether1an Ext~(M,M)-module for all f.g. ~

Theorem 2: If modules over a QF algebra R satisfy (b) ,.then any module

without large self-extensions 1s projeetive.

By Even's Theorem, (b) holds for modules over KG. Hence, as a Corolla

ry, we get Eisenbud's result with an alternative proof and Tachikawa's re-

•

•
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sult without restriction on G Looking at the QF algebra

R = K-l +Kex + Key + K-xy (where 2 2
= 0 0 * ~K .fixed)x y = yx-pxy , ,

p
we show that R satisfies (b) iff P 1s a root of unity.

p

s. P. Smith: RINGS OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

This will be a survey talk intended to give the flavour of'the subject,

and in partieular to illustrate how techniques of non-eommutative ring

theory are used, and conversely how the subject of differential operators

motivates que8tions and techniques in non-commutatlve ring theory. Some

topies to be mentioned include:

(a) differential operators on non-singular varieties / C

(b) differential operators on singular varieties / C , partieularly eurves

(e) differential operators on non-singular varieties in positive eharaeter-

ietie

(d) differential operators and primitive ideals in enveloping algebras

M. Sweedler: FROM DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY TO DIFFERENTiAL ALGEBRA

Say A is a commutative K algebra of positive charaeter1stic p. There

1s a pair (T,t) where T 1s a commutative A algebra and t: T + T 1s a

K-linear derivation with t P 0 and for any other such pair (T', t')

there is a unique A algebra map ~ T + T' with t'~ = ~t • Th1s T i8

graded. T
o

= A • Tl =g the Käbler module of A over K where

tlT
o

: A + Tl .is the universal derivation. t : T + T is homogeneous

• degree 1 .

If A has a p-basis over K - for example A k[xl,~··,xn] and

K = k [XlP , • • • ,xn
P ] - the complex:

p-l p-l
$.A ~T~T~T .!.........T

1 p p+l 2p
has zero homology in positive degree and the deg~ee zero homology is K

(T,t) ean be used to elasslfy intermediate fields if A .is a ~~rely

inseparable exponent one extension field of K. In this ease there is.a

one to one correspondenee:
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{
·A subspaces V· of Tl' with1

p-l V PE1T p-l-i (V) J
t c 1=1 1 t

At(B)

V

This result 1s an analog to the differential ideal formulation of the

Frobenius theorem on integral submanifolds. V corresponds to the differen

tial ideal; B corresponds to the functions which are constant on integral

submanifolds .

The vanishing cohomology is an algebra analog, in positive characteris-

tic, to the Poincare Lemma. •

(Joint work with M. Takeuchi)

J •-p'. Tignol: VALUATIONS ON SKEW FIELDS

Let D be a central finite-dimensional division algebra over a field

F , and assume F has a Henselian valuation v • Then v extends uniquely

to a valuation on D, with abelian value group. In the case where D i8

totally ramified and tarne over F (i.e. TI =F and char F does not divide

[D:F]), multiplicative commutators are used to define a canonical 8ymplec

tic structure on the quotient group of value group v{D*)/v(F*) , and it i8

shown how the algebraic structure of D is related to the symplectic 8truc

ture on v{D*)/v(F*) . As applications, it is shown that, if F is alge

braically closed, then every finite-dimensional splitting field of a total

ly ramified tame division algebra D over F contains a maximal subfield

of D, and an example of two division algebras of odd degree having no

common subfield but whose tensor product is not a division algebra i8

given.

(Joint work with S. Amitsur and A. Wadsworth)

F. Van Oystaeyen: PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF FINITE GROUPS AND TRE

BRAUER SPLITTING THEOREM OVER COMMUTATIVE RINGS

The theorem of the Schur multipliers depends on the f1nlteness of

H2 (G,K*) i.e. on the fact that one considers projective representatlons

over algebraically closed fields. Over connected commutative.ring8 one can

obtain a lifting theorem for projective representations as weIl as a ver-

•
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sion of the Brauer splitting theorem allowing projective separable exten

sions ,of the groundring (note that arbitrary Azumaya algebras need not be

splittable by such extensions) whereas the central extension of the group

used in the lifting property is still finite (of order dividing the expo

nent of the given group). Allowing connected commutative groundrings makes

it possible to consider infinite groups. We provide an interesting example:

Clifford representations of (a / 2a)n , describing projective representa

tions determined by Clifford algebras.

R. B. Warfield: BLOCK THEORY FOR NOETHERIAN RINGS

If R is an Artinian ring and Sand T are ~imple right modules,

then one can write &-> T if Ext(S,T) * 0 . If M and N are the cor

responding maximal ideals, then one writes ~> Nunder the same" circum

stances, and one notes·that this is equivalent to MnN/MN * 0 . The equiva

lence classes generated by this relation are the "blocks" of simple modul

es. The blocks, of course, correspond to a decomposition of R into its

indecomposable factors.

If R is a commutative Noetherian ring, then the nonisomorphic si~ple

modules never have nontrivial extensions, so one should consider the blocks

as singletons. There is again a way of findi~g a new ring corresponding to

each block - namely the localization. at the corresponding maximal ideal.

What I· am calling the "block theory" for Noetherian rings starts from

both of these points. The spectrum of a .Noetherian ring can be made in a

natural way into a directed.graph - the "graph of links" of the ring. (If

M and N are maximal ideals such that R/M and R/N are Artinian, then

we will write M-> N if M n N/MN * 0 " as in the Artinian case above.

The general description is more complicated.) The components of this graph

(which should probably be called "blocks" of primes) are called cliques. An

important continuity theorem of J.T. Stafford's implies that the cliques

are at most countable. We want to address the significance of this graph

for the representation theory of the ring, and the extent to which one can

find localizations corresponding to the cliques.
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I. RepreseutationT.heory aud the Graph of Links. The representation theo

retie signifieanee of the graph of links is more subtle than might at first

appear. We illu8trate the point (as an app~ication) by eonstructing a cri

tieal module whose annihilator is not a prime ideal. The graph of links i8

particularly useful for those rings satisfying the "second layer conditi

on". We will illustrate how this condition can be verified for a large

class of rings. Finally, we will diseuss the relation between the graph of

links and the indeeomposable injeetive modules over such rings.

11. Localization and the Graph of Links. If P is a prime ideal in a Noe- e
therian ring R , then the least we should require of a "loealization at

Rn would be an Ore set C such that if R' = RC-1 then (i) R'/PR' is the

Goldie quotient ring of R/p , and (ii) R' has as few simple modules as

possible. It turns out that to loealize at a prime in this sense, one must

plan on localizing at all primes in the clique eontaining P. If this

clique i8 finite then the resulting theory is fairly complete. If not,

there are additional difficulties, mostly eoncerning appropriate "general

position" arguments~ We will discuss the eurrent state of progress on these

questions, and also the "loeal" properties whieh the loealized rings seem

to have. AB applications we will diseuss (1) recent results on the relation

between the Krull and global dimensions of PI rings, and (ii) arecent

symmetry result on prime PI rings whlch illu8trates the interplay between

the study of Ore sets and representation theory. (In partieular, for such

rings, a prime ideal is left loealizable if and only if it 1s r1ght loca

lizable.)

A.E. Zale8sk1i: IDENTITIES OF CERTAIN GRADED RINGS

An interesting class of graded algebras 1s algebras with commutative

O-component. Important examples of such algebras are matrix algebras

for each n. For those the followlng analogue of the known theorem of

Amitsur and Levi~ski holds [1]:

M
n

Theorem. Let P be a field of eharcterlstie p > 0 and let

sr = Exa(1~···xa(n) be the symmetrieal element of the free algebra

p[x1 , •••x
n

J (here the sum 1s taken with all permutations a of 1, •.• ,n).

Then Mn{P) satisfies the identlty snp = 0 aud does not satlsfy any

identities sr = 0 for r < np ·
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be an algebra over P

is commutative , then

graded by agroup of order

A satisfies the identity

n •

s = 0 •np
Th1s conjecture 1s true for n = 2 (see [2]).

Ref.:[1] Zalessk1i, A.E., Symmetrical analogue of Amitsur-Levitski's theo---- .~

rem, Vesci AN BSSR, ser. f1s.-mat., 1985, N2, p. 108-110

[2] Zalesskii, A.E., Prime var1eties of algebras over fields of posi

tive charactersistic, Dokf. AN BSSR, 1985, vol. 29, N1l,

~ p. 965-968.

B. Zimmermann-Huisgen: ON THE GENERALIZED NAKAYAMA CONJECTURE AND THE

CARTAN DETERMINANT PROBLEM

For Artin algebras allowing certain filtered module categories the gene

ralized Nakayama Conjecture is confirmed with the a1d of a "fl1tered Gro

thendieck module". The result applies In partic~lar to all positively gra

ded Artln algebras and to those Artin algebras whose radical cube Is zero.

For the corresponding class of left artinian rings it is shown that finite

global dimension forces the determinant of the Cartan matrix to be 1 •

Berichterstatterin: Christine Bessenrodt
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